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We report the measurements the of laser light polarization transmitted through the smectic-A phase
of a liquid crystal placed inside the Fabry-Perot optica) resonator. All four parameters of
polarization were measured simultaneously by an ellipsometer of a special construction. Optical
polarization bistability phenomenon was observed, in which polarization parameters of outgoing
light depend nonlinearly on the intensity of the input beam. We propose a theoretical explanation
of this phenomenon, based on the concept of orientational nonlinearity of liquid crystal's molecules.

1. Introduction
The polarisation bistabitity in liquid crystals was investigated in several papers
[l]-[3]. Measurements of this effect in liquid crystals were almost exclusively
performed in nematics. In this paper, we present experimental results on polarization
bistability in a smectic-A liquid crystal. In the ordered phase, the polarization change
of the electric field E vector with respect to the direction of the long axes of the
molecules can be observed. The ellipsometer at our disposal allows measurement of
all four Stokes parameters. We will present the results of measurement of the phase
difference A between the two components and E,, of the electric field of output light,
together with an attempt at interpretation.

2. Sample characteristic
In the liquid crystal composed of the molecules of 4-(2-methylobutyloxy)-phenyl 4
-decyloxylobezoate characterized by the chemical formula

the following chain of phase transitions can appear:
E (44.5°)

3c (50°) -> 3^ (65°) -> /.
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The [¡quid crystal was placed in an amorphous quartz container of dimensions
4 mmx20 p.m. This container was placed inside an electric furnace, at constant
temperature with the accuracy to ±0.1 °C. The sample was heated up to the temperature
of 80 °C, at which it attains isotropic phase 7 and, subsequently, slowly cooled to the
temperature of 50 °C when it attains the smectic-A phase 6^. During the cooling
process, the sample was under the influence of a uniform external magnetic induction
7? = 5 x 10 Gs oriented parallel to the surface of the sample. Consequently, the
molecular long axes of the smectic phase were almost parallel to the magnetic field
direction.

3. Experimenta! setup
The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. The direction of the incoming wave of
argon-laser light with the wavelength A. = 514 nm (Lexel 3500) of constant linear
polarization was almost perpendicular to the bottom plane of the container with the
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup (ÁV4 denotes the quarter-wave retarder).

Fig. 2. General scheme of the Stokes ellipsometer. BS is the beam splitter, WP, and WP2 are Wollaston
prisms, D,, D2, D3 and D4 - linear photodetectors which produce electrical output signals V,, V2, V3 and
V^. L is the Argon laser light source, P - the polarizer and S - the sample. C is the quarter-wave retarder
which is introduced during calibration of the instrument.
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smectic-A sample. The quarter-retarder and polarizer were used to fix the poiarization
piane of the iaser beam. The system of two hatf-refiecting mirrors directed part of the
input tight to the detector which measured the intensity of the input tight. The beam
diameter was equat to approximate^ 1.5 mm. Since the poiarization of the wave was
set to be constant, we rotated the tiquid crystat around the direction of the taser beam
up to 360°. The intensity of the incoming wave was varied in the intervat from 0 mW
to 800 mW. The change in the potarization of the transmitted wave was measured by
the Stokes ettipsometer (Fig. 2).

4. Description of the eilipsometer
The method of determining the tight potarization which is appticabte not onty to a
continuousty working opticat source but atso to puised sources is based on the
simuttaneous determination of att four Stokes parameters [4], [5]. When determining
the Stokes parameters simuttaneousty for a nanosecond duration, the mechanicat or
rotating ettipsometric methods are not appticabte. The simuttaneous measurement can
be accomplished by using the opticat system presented in Fig. 2. In this system, the
state of potarization of the tight beam is determined by dividing it into four beams </,,
^2, -/3, T4 using a beam sptitter and two beam splitting Wottaston prism potarizers. The
tight fluxes of the four beams are detected by four photodetectors producing four
proportional etectricat output signals. For each spectra) tine the vector of tight flux J
is related to the input Stokes vector S = (S',,
by the linear transformation
J = MS

(1)

where M is the instrument matrix. The unknown Stokes vector S is given by
S = A f 'j

(2)

where M ' is the matrix inverse to M. At) four Stokes parameters can be determined
when the instrument matrix M is non-singular.
Generatty, the instrument matrix M has sixteen elements which can be determined
from a set of sixteen independent linear equations. These equations are generated from
retation (2) by using a polarized tight source and recording the etectricat output signals
that correspond to four different input potarization states described by four tinearty
independent Stokes vectors. Usuatty the set of reference potarization states consists of
three tinear polarizations 45° apart and one right or left circutar potarization. The
catibration process is essentia) for the accuracy of the instrument.

5. Experimental results
We have measured the change of the phase difference A between two components
and Ey of the etectric field of the transmitted wave as a function of the intensity of the
incoming wave. The measurements were performed for different orientations of the
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Fig. 3. Phase difference A (in degrees) between two [¡near components of poiarization of the output tight
as a function of the input tight intensity, measured for the etectric vector E of input tight perpendicular
to the directornof the [¡quid crystal·

vector E, of the iineariy potarized incoming wave, with respect to the direction n of
the molecuiar iong axes, t.e., the direction of the uniform magnetic fietd in which the
sampie was initiaHy piaced. The bistabie character of the changes of A as a function
of the incoming wave intensity is observed onty for n 1 E , and this result is presented
in Fig. 3. Within the intervai of temperatures from 50 °C to 65 °C the detected
poiarization bistabiiity is temperature independent. When the temperature of the
sampie is increased above 65 °C and the iiquid crystai is in isotropic phase, the
poiarization bistabiiity effect disappears. In the foiiowing section a theoreticai
expianation of the bistabiiity phenomenon in the smectic-A iiquid crystai is presented.

6. Theoretical description
We wiii assume that the interaction of a strong opticai wave with the iiquid crystai in
which it propagates induces the rotation of the iiquid crystai's "director" by an angie
8(p proportionai to the intensity of the wave [7], [8], which is stabie in time [8] and has
a character of a periodica! spatiai moduiation
=

+

(3)

Due to the rotation of the "director" there appears a tight intensity dependent term of
the eiectric poiarization P of the medium. This is the cause of orientationai opticai
noniinearity of the iiquid crystai, and consequentiy due to the interaction between the
wave propagating in the medium and the wave scattered by the periodic structure, we
can observe the phenomenon of opticai poiarization bistabiiity [9]-[l i].
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Because of the uniaxia! anisotropy of the medium two Cartesian components of
the light wave will behave as the ordinary and the extraordinary waves. We assume
that the propagation velocity of these waves is perpendicular to the initial direction of
the "director".
In the customary slow amplitude approximation used in nonlinear optics [9] from
Maxwell equations we obtain equations describing the changes of two complex
components of the electric field of light inside the medium (/f denotes forward
propagating wave, Z? denotes the scattered backward propagating wave):
"¡j*r ^ " ^ [([^ 2 - ^ 1 +]^2-*l )^A + 2^2-*.B2-AZ?*]'

^ **'r*[(]Z?2-*[ +1^2-*!

+

(4)
( 3)

where /r = 1,2 denotes two Cartesian components. The material parameters are
r* = yM " ) - " 2

2/i]/?2C

(6)

where y from Eq. (3) describes the strength of nonlinearity, n, and ^ are refractive
indices of the medium, to is the frequency of the light wave, c is the speed of light.
Equations (4) and (5) together with the boundary conditions describing the
reflection of light from the boundaries of the liquid crystal sample are solved

Fig. 4. Theoretical dependence of phase difference A (in degrees) between two linear components of
polarization of the output light as a function of the input light intensity, for the case of electric vector E
of input light perpendicular to the director n of the liquid crystal. Light intensity is in arbitrary units (TL)"'.
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numerically to determine the poiarization state of the outging wave which in
experiment was measured by the etiipsometer. For the particuiar ¡¡quid crysta! which
was measured the refractive indices are H] = ¡ 83 andrt2 = ¡ 56. The parameter y
[7] which determines the nonlinear effect depends on the etastic constant
of the
¡¡quid crysta) [12], which is ofthe order 10*'^ N. The frequency of light is determined
from the wave length of the Argon laser.
In Figure 4, we present the results of numerical integration of Eqs. (4) and (5) for
the case of input linear polarization perpedicularto the optical axis ofthe liquid crystal.
Light intensity is expressed in an arbitrary unit (TA)*', where T is the mean value of
material paramters T, and
and A is the length ofthe cavity. The bistability threshold,
t'.e., the value of light intensity when the jump of polarization occurs, depends on the
parameter y from Eq. (3) which determines the strength of orientational nonlinearity.

7. Contusions
Optical polarization bistability was observed in the smectic-A liquid crystal. We
believe that this phenomenon occurs due to the orientational nonlinearity of liquid
crystal's molecules, which try to orient themselves along the direction ofthe electric
field of the standing light wave induced in the medium by the strong laser beam trapped
inside the Fabry-Perot resonator. The simple theoretical description we propose is able
to show that such a phenomenon can be observed. To obtain the exact fitting of the
shape of the experimental curve we would need more profound assumptions, t'.e.,
instead of plane waves we should use Gaussian beams and take into account the
spherical shape of mirrors in the Fabry-Perot interferometer.
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